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Learning outcomes:

1. Students will recognize terrorism as means for achieving political goals.
2. Analysis of historical sources.
3. Noticing connections between political circumstances and terrorism.
4. Comparing terrorism in the past and present time.

Aims
The pupils will  a asquare knowladge about terrorisam and terroristic activities of different 
political groups in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.

Key question

Do you think that the usage of terrorist methods for achieving 
political goals can be justified?

Topic
The module explores the phenomenon of terrorism in the Kingdom of SHS / Yugoslavia in the 
period 1919 – 1934.  We  have  chosen  the  topic   because  we  wanted  to  tackle  the  fight  
between  the  terrorist organizations and state institutions with in the society that struggles for 
democracy. The controversy lies in the different perceptions of the terrorist organizations. While 
the state, political elite and majority of population is strongly opposing terrorism, the minority 
regards them as “freedom fighters”

Teaching guideline

Teacher will read introduction and explain the term of terrorism

Step 1: students are informed about the topic through context and questions, they 

receive sources for their group and all the photos

Step 2: dividing students into groups and analysis of sources 

Step 3: presenting conclusions of each group

Step 4: discussion

90
minutes
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Step 1
Brainstorming

Terms clarification

Theoretical explanation of terrorism
Key terms
Terror: the rule of violence, persecution, physical harm and destruction of the opponent, reign of terror
Terrorism: the systematic use of violence and intimidation for political purposes or in order to extort money 
Terrorist: the person engaged in terror, a member of a terrorist organization

Ivan Klajn, Milan Šipka, Veliki rečnih stranih reči i izraza, Novi Sad 2006.

Introduction

Yugoslavia (The Kingdom of SHS) was created in December 1918, and recognized in 1919 at the Versailles 
Peace Conference. 
Yugoslavia represented a part of the solution for the security in Europe after the Great War. From the Baltic  to 
the Mediterranean a belt of new states was formed. All these countries were under the patronage of the great 
powers that had defeated Germany and its allies during the war.
 The main purpose of this “security belt” was to: prevent the Soviet expansion in Europe, prevent any 
revanchism of the defeated countries, suppress and stop Italian expansionism on the Balkans.
As a part of the so called “French system”, Yugoslavia fulfilled all 3 purposes. 
However, in the interwar period Yugoslavia was seriously endangered by Italy, the USSR and Germany (after 
the rise of Hitler). Hungary, Bulgaria and Albania, unsatisfied with the outcome of the WWI and the current 
international relations, were constantly supporting all  those nationalist groups which were dissatisfied with the 
creation of Yugoslavia and the borders established. Thus, the extreme nationalists in Yugoslavia were 
strongly supported by Italy and later (in the 1930s) by Germany as well. On the other hand, communists were 
relaying on the strong support of the USSR. Various players, including terrorist organizations, dissatisfied with 
the new state created a sort of a ‘front’ within the borders of the country.
The most active opponents of the state were the Communist party, VMRO and Ustashas. 
The terrorist attacks on Yugoslavia reached its peak during the 1930s.

QuesMons  (brain  storming):

1.  What  do  you  think  terrorism  is?

2.  In  your  opinion,  what  can  be  the  difference  between  the  terrorists  and  freedom  fighters?

3.  Try  to  elaborate  why  the  same  persons  can  be  labeled  as  terrorists  in  one  country  and  as  freedom  fighters  in  

another.  Try  to  think  of  some  examples.  

4.  What  are  the  (negaMve)  effects  of  terrorism?

5.  How  does  the  state  usually  respond  to  terrorism?

6.  Do  you  know  any  examples  of  today’s  terrorist  organizaMons  and  terrorist  acts?
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Source 1
Macedonian komitadji* action (1919 – 1934)

“Statistics  of  terrorist actions on this side of  border show that from 1919 to 1934, 467 raids, terrorist  acts etc., 
organized by  the V.M.R.O.** were committed on Yugoslav  territory, in the course of  which 185 officials and 253 
citizens – innocent victims were killed or wounded. 

Let us recall only  the following incidents of  the terrorist  campaign: the massacre of  the peasants from the villages of 
Kadrifalkovo and Susevo – 35 casualties, the murder of  general Michael Kovacevic at Stip and the murder of  about a 
dozen other border guard officers of  various ranks; also 10 terrorist acts in public buildings (taverns and restaurants) 
taking 94 lives and 28 other acts directed against the railway line or railway property”

* Komitadji, Komite - military units of VMRO

**VMRO – Internal Macedonian revolutionary organization founded by the end of 1893 in Thesaloniki. Unhappy with the Neuilly 
peace treaty, the organization tried to change the borders in the Balkans using terrorism methods.

Report of the results of Macedonian komitadji action”, 1. 12. 1934; 

Source 2
Terrorist attacks of the VMRO

"Four explosive devices were placed in Belgrade in the night between 30 and 31 May, 1932, as follows: in Milosa 
Pocerca street; in the unfinished building of  the county  office for workers’ insurance in Nemanjina street; on the 
fence of  the 2nd male gymnasium; and next to the printing house ‘Djura Jaksic’, in the vicinity  of  the new Assembly 
building in King Alexander street.  The second and the fourth exploded, while the other two were timely  noticed and 
disassembled. On September 30, 1932, a courier Djura Kresovic, came to the Officers’ mansion, carrying a small 
bag. The servant lady, Spasenija Bozic, who was washing the stairs there, asked him who was he looking for, and 
he said he was ordered by  a man on the street to wait for certain captain Rankovic,  with that bag. Spasenija,  not 
knowing this captain, directed the courier to the garden, to wait there, so he went out for a while and then returned to 
the vestibule saying he couldn’t  wait no longer,  and that he would return back after a while.  Kresovic then turned 
towards the exit. That is when a strong explosion happened, … caused by  the explosive device in the bag he 
carried.  The courier, Kresovic, fell heavily  wounded and died shortly  after from the sustained injuries, while 
Spasenija Bozic … was seriously  wounded. As it  was determined later, the explosion caused a damage of 
122.770,24 dinars,  on the building and inventory. The explosion ripped off  both legs to courier Kresovic, cutting the 
blood vessels in both legs and the right arm, causing massive hemorrhaging from which Kresovic died without being 
interrogated about the act and the organizer."

 AJ, 135 (Drzavni sud za zastitu drzave) – 100 – 38 / 33.

Source 3
Permanent low intensity war on the Yugoslav – Bulgarian border?

"At about 22:00 hrs, our border guards fought with the bandits who tried to cross into our territory.  Bandits were 
helped by  the Bulgarian border guards. The battle was at the outpost  Javor Cuka,  in the vicinity  of  the border… 
towards the Bosiljgrad county. Rifles, hand grenades and machineguns were used during the fighting. The fighting 
lasted some 15 minutes. The bandits retreated under the machinegun fire… they  were about five men.  According 
the information I  have, komite might try  to cross on the other side of  Kriva Palanka county  or Bosiljgrad county. 
Measures have been taken. Gendarmes and police are in the field.”

Nezavedeno, bez naslova, iz 1933; AJ, 74 (Dvor) – 50 - 68.

Step 1
Group work

Group 1 -  VMRO

r
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Source 4
Financial effects of the V.M.R.O campaign

“Countless protests made at Sofia requesting the Bulgarian government  to check the terrorist campaign of  the 
V.M.R.O. remained without result. Nothing, therefore, remained for the Yugoslav  government, save to secure its own 
territory  from raids and protect the lives of  its citizens by  fortifying almost the whole Bulgarian border, about 400 
kilometers, at a very  considerable cost (about 200 million dinars). Also the strengthening and continual supervision of 
the border, railway  lines and public buildings in the districts close to the Bulgarian border, demanded considerable 
financial outlay (about a milliard of dinars over the fifteen years)

“Report of the results of Macedonian komitadji action”, 1. 12. 1934; AJ (Archives of Yugoslavia), 37 (Milan Stojadinovic) – 22 - 174

Source 5
Assassination of King Alexander

“King Alexander was killed on 9 October in Marseilles, a few minutes after he disembarked the command ship 
‘Dubrovnik’ on which he sailed from Yugoslavia. Due to the unseen negligence of  French authorities, His Highness 
along with French Minister Bartou, was easily  scarified to assassin, who was meanwhile identified as a member of 
Macedonian revolutionary  organization (V.M.R.O) and who certainly  … represented means in the hands of  those 
Croat  refugees that were given hospitality  and sanctuary  by  Italy  and Hungary  over the past 7 years. Armed with an 
automatic  pistol, the assassin managed to go through a shallow police line and guards, who stood on a mutual 
distance of  about 4,5 meters, climb onto a platform of  the royal automobile and fire about 20 bullets, before he was 
slayed by a Calvary officer of the security line. The mob lynched him (the assassin) after that.”

Godisnji izvestaj Nevila Hendersona, britanskog poslanika u Beogradu, za 1934. godinu, Z. Avramovski, Britanci o Kraljevini 
Jugoslaviji, t II, Zagreb 1988, 263..

Questions for Group 1

1. What were the terrorist acts of the V.M.R.O?

2. How the terrorist acts might have affected the lives of the ordinary people? 

3. In the times of great economic depression, terrorist acts and fight against terrorism caused great 
financial loses and enormous military investments. Try to explain why.

Step 1
Group work

Group 1 -  VMRO

r

r
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Step 1
Group work

Group 2 -  ‘Ustasha activities’

Source 1
Ustasha goals

“Bombs are needed, they  are 
purposeful , they are a t ime 
impera t i ve , w i th them, w i th 
explosive devices, with killing 
ammo we should shake the 
unstable walls of  the bloody  tower 
called Yugoslavia. Let the bombs 
explode,  may  their voice echo all 
over Croatia, let their number grow 
every  day” (Dr Branimir Jelic, one 
of leaders of Ustasha organization)

Gric. Evropski prilog Hrvatskog 
domobrana, 4. lipnja 1932; AJ, 38 

(CPB) – 114 – 565.

Source 2
“It is  Ustasha’s duty  to avenge. But 
not equally! Ustashas, remember, 
our ratio is: A head for a tooth, ten 
heads for a head! So says the 
Ustasha Gospel.”

Ustasa, lipanj 1932, AJ, 135 – 105 – 
53 / 33.

Source 3
“Although the Ustasha organization 
took as the final goal taking a part 
of  the Kingdom of  Yugoslavia out 
of  the state as a whole, they  are 
not attempting to reach that goal 
through political – even be it illegal 
– means of  fighting, but directed 
the action to terror,  to spread fear 
to wide masses of  people, through 
a s s a s s i n a t i o n s , k i l l i n g s o f 
distinguished persons,  demolishing 
public objects with explosives, in 
particular public traffic installations 
and means, causing material 
damage,  injuries and murders that 
have no relation to politics at all.”

AJ, 135 – 114 – 37 / 34

Source 4
Ustasha terrorist actions

At the beginning of  August (1931) there was a number of  explosions in trains 
coming from Austria. In the night of  August 2, a bomb exploded in an express 
train Munich-Belgrade that went through Austria. The explosion happened 
when the train stopped in Zemun, last station before Belgrade Two adult  men 
and a boy  were killed, and one woman was severely  wounded. Yugoslav 
railroad authorities immediately  decided to hold at the border all traveller cars 
coming from Austria, and the next day  they  found explosive in two cars, in the 
place of  Jesenice at Austrian border. The cars were transferred to a side track, 
but the search did not  discover two more bombs, hidden behind the seats, 
which exploded a few hours later.”

Godisnji izvestaj Nevila Hendersona, britanskog poslanika u Beogradu, za 1931. godinu, 
Z. Avramovski, Britanci o Kraljevini Jugoslaviji, t II, Zagreb 1988,26.

Source 5
“As a result  of  a long series of  bomb explosions which have killed passengers 
and wrecked coaches, no foreign railroad cars were permitted to cross the 
frontier of  Yugoslavia on Wednesday. Passengers on all trains from other 
countries,  with the exception of  express bound to Italy, were obliged to change 
to Jugo- Slavian cars”

“Jugo – Slavian Bar Foreign Rail Cars to Quell Bombing”, Journal, Atlanta, 6. 8. 1931; AJ, 
38 – 414 – 565. 

Source 6
Ustashas’ terrorist activities

“As a consequence of  organizing and training of  Ustashas,  there followed a 
number of  terrorist acts in Yugoslavia. I would mention as the most  prominent: 
Murder of  Toni Slegel, Director of  newspaper ‘Novosti’ from Zagreb, murder of 
police agent  Josip Kec and attempted murder of  police agent Josip Ban who 
was severely  injured; murder of  police agent Matija Trebski and attempted 
murder of  police agent Frane Blagovic – all in 1929. Then, in 1930, attempted 
murder with explosive on a railroad Strizivojna-Vrpolje-Mihanovci (the bomb was 
supposed to explode during the passing of  the train taking the group of  peasant 
representatives to Zagreb).  After that,  in 1931, there was an explosion of  a bomb 
in the Ban building in Zagreb and assassination of  Andrija Beric, Mayor of  Nova 
Gradiska. In 1932 there was an explosion of  the bomb in 2nd class coach on the 
line Osijek-Vinkovci, bomb explosion on the rail track Belgrade-Zagreb .. and 
explosions in Zagreb in front of  the Orthodox church and in the yard of  the 32nd 
infantry  regiment. In 1933 there was … explosion of  a bomb in a police 
commissariat  in Koprivnica, killing one police agent and severely  wounding other 
two. This was followed by  assassination of  a former minister and an MP Mirko 
Najdorfer in Zlatar… explosion in Gola, explosion on the railroad at  Zapresic, 
etc.”

Nezavedeno, bez naslova, iz 1933; AJ, 38 – 103 - 240

Questions for Group 2 

1. Using the sources, try to explain why extreme nationalists dreamt of dissolution of Yugoslavia?
2. Analyzing the sources, try to find similarities in the terrorist actions nowadays and Ustasha organization.
3. Which source shows us the explicit collaboration between the two terrorist organizations?
4. Using the given sources, try to conclude which countries had supported (directly and indirectly)  Ustasha 
organization? 
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Step 1
Group work Group 3 - Motivation for terrorism

Source 1
"A protest of tormented Macedonia”

The enslaved Macedonian nation in the state of  King Alexander Karadjordjevic is experiencing difficult times. The 
nation was quietly  put  out of  law. It is punished without court and verdict, oppressed and robbed without any  law or 
civil or human right. Fear rules Macedonia today. Monarchist and militaristic clique in Belgrade decided to suppress 
the Macedonian spirit  by  force and to kill the Macedonian national consciousness.  Heads are falling every  day, 
police and gendarmerie beat people in the streets every  day. Every  day, quiet  Macedonians are being dragged out of 
their homes, or prisons, only to be shot a few minutes later by the King’s gendarmes. 

There is no certainty  of  life and property  in Macedonia today. Police and gendarmerie own those Macedonian 
properties today.  Everyone is suspicious,  every  life is endangered. No one knows whether he will live until the night 
falls  or be alive in the morning. Belgrade notoriously  remains silent about this. Normally  talkative and loud Belgrade 
press is  silent as a tomb when it comes to these horrible maltreatment and murders. If  something gets published 
about those countless evil deeds, it is associated to Protogerov’s ‘revolutionaries’ from Sofia (Bulgaria). [...]

The people is in a desperate position. On the one hand, Protogerov* is sending his men to commit assassinations, 
and innocent Macedonians are their victims; on the other hand the regime uses every  such action, be it successful or 
not,  to greater its terror that brings nothing but evil. And thus, at  the price of  our lives, they  lead the dispute about 
who owns Macedonia, and only  Macedonians are suffering there, though they  have no part in it,  and they  condemn 
the deeds of both sides. [...]“

*general Alexander Protogerov (1867-1928) was the Head of VMRO.

МАКЕДОНСКО ДЕЛО, [Беч-Vienna] год. 3, 25. јануар 1928, бр. 58.

Source 2
Poverty of a part of peasants as a motive to join the Ustashas

“Biograd na moru (Biograd at sea) is the county  that borders with the fascist Italy… Our people there struggles not to 
fall under the deception of  the fascist neighbor, and even more to feed their family. Poverty  is all over the county, 
people have no income, nowhere to cash its scarce products… The only  place where products could be sold is 
Italian city  of  Zadar,  as it is  so close. Our cities are too far away, the closest one is Sibenik, which is 100 km 
distance,  and there is no railway. This too great poverty, this real misery, this everlasting walking to Zadar to sell their 
products… is one of  the main reasons that the population fell for the deceptions by  our traitorous sons… They 
persuaded the poor peasants to take arms (pistols), to hide it, and to use it when told to do so, for their own defense 
and to help them, for soon there will come the time they  will be freed from their misery, economic salvation will come, 
and better administration that will take care of all their needs and give them better prosperity in life.”

An expose of the Parliament Deputy Josip Antunovic, 42nd regular session of the National Assembly of 17 March 1933, stenograph 
notes of the National Assembly, Belgrade 1933, 43.

Source 3
The people, who have been deceived, now realize how untrue were the promises given… It has been ascertained 
that  rebelling elements who defected to Zadar were promising the peasants in Bankovac and Biograd counties that 
all those who take part in, or help the Ustasha action, after its success, will be given land around Vran, at the state 
property of Sokolusa.”

Odmetnicka akcija u Severnoj Dalmaciji (15. 2. 1933), AJ, 38 – 12 – 42.

Source 4
“Although some newspapers in their writing created an impression that Zagreb is a home to terrorism, the public is 
deeply against it.”

Izvestaj britanskog konzula Makrija iz Zagreba od 26. 12. 1934, AJ, FO 371 – 409 - 19547
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Step 1
Group work

Group 3 - Motivation for terrorism

Source 5
Yugoslav Memorandum to the League of Nations (1934)

“On 28th November,  the Yugoslav  government submitted to the Secretary  General of  the League of  Nations a 
Memorandum with the documents of  alleged accessory  of  Hungarian authorities. This very  elaborate 
memorandum contains, inter alia, the following accusations:  that terrorists in Hungary  are placed in camps with 
the knowledge and the approval of  Hungarian authorities; that they  were aided in smuggling weapons, explosive 
and propaganda material to Yugoslavia; that they  were trained in bright daylight to use the weapons, which could 
not go unnoticed by  Hungarian authorities;… that the selection of  villains who will perform the assassination in 
Marseilles took place in Hungary, from among the specially trained terrorists.

The debate on that Memorandum, which started on 7th December… was marked with sharp differences in 
standpoints. In the night of  10th December, after long and difficult  negotiations,  the Lord Guardian of  the Seal, as 
a rapporteur, proposed a Statement and a Resolution that were unanimously  accepted by  the Council.  The 
Resolution,  calling upon the obligation of  every  state to fight against terrorism and respect the territorial integrity 
and independence of  other states, inferred that some representatives of  Hungarian authorities should, at least, be 
responsible for the crime in Marseilles, and asked the Hungarian authorities to sanction those whose guilt can be 
established."

Godisnji izvestaj Nevila Hendersona, britanskog poslanika u Beogradu, za 1934. godinu, Z. Avramovski, Britanci o Kraljevini 
Jugoslaviji, t II, Zagreb 1988,253 – 254.

Questions for Group 3

1. Having the historical  context in mind, try to explain what might have triggered the terrorism in 
interwar Yugoslavia?

2. What was the position of (international organizations) League of Nations regarding terrorism?

3. What were the most common motives of individuals deciding to use terrorism?

r
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All groups receive same photos

Ustashas in training, 
Ustashas in training in Italy. Vlado Cernozemski in the 
middle

Arhiv Jugoslavije, 14 – 27 – 72

The assassin of King Alexander, Velicko 
Dimitrov Kerin (Vlado Cernozemski), in Italy 
In Ustashas’ training camp

Ante Pavelic in Italy 
In Ustashas’ training camp

Bogdan Krizman, Pavelić i ustaše, Zagreb 1978, str. 128
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